Cluster data from late July to early October were used to study the distribution of FAE events around the two cusps. An FAE event was defined as electron parallel flux > 3×10 8 (cm 2 ·s)
Introduction
Many satellite observations show that field-aligned electrons (FAEs) can exist in various regions in the Earth's magnetosphere, such as the auroral zone, cusp/cleft region, polar cap region, and plasma sheet in the magnetotail (Collin et al., 1982; Johnstone et al., 1994; Carlson et al., 1998; Ma et al., 2009 ). The FAEs in the different regions have different characteristics.
FAEs are very important to solar wind -magnetosphere -ionosphere coupling and are associated with the field aligned current and the particle dynamics in the magnetosphere. As early as in the 1960s, polar electrons with pitch angle distributions peaking near 0° were observed by the OGO 4 satellite with 908 km apogee and 412 km perigee (Hoffman and Evans, 1968) , which is the first observation of field-aligned electrons. Thereafter, with more satellite observations, more characteristics of FAEs in the polar region have been obtained. Some authors pointed out that both the upward and downward electrons could exist simultaneously in the polar region (Lin and Hoffman, 1979; Johnstone and Winningham, 1982) .
In the cusp region, upward FAEs were first observed at an altitude of about 1800 km in the southern hemisphere by the Hawkeye 1 satellite in 1978, showing that the electron energy in the cusp region was concentrated in the range of 100-200 eV (Kintner et al., 1978) . Subsequent studies have found upward and downward FAEs with pitch angles less than 15° in a spatial interval of several hundred kilometers in the satellite orbit altitude range of 1-4 R E in the cusp region, which was a common phenomenon there (Torbert and Carlson, 1980; Burch et al., 1983) . FAEs in the range from 20 eV to 200 eV were a common feature, and the maximum energy of these field-aligned electrons can reach several hundred eV at 287 km altitude in the southern cusp (Zanetti et al., 1981) .
There were also some statistical results on the FAEs in the auroral zone and the polar cusp region. An earlier statistical study on FAEs was performed using the OGO 4 data. It showed that the occurrence of polar FAEs covers the entire auroral zone with the highest incidence near midnight at 70° invariant latitude (ILAT) (Berko, 1973) . The data from the satellite S3-3 were used to analyze the distribution of FAEs in ILAT and MLT at 3000-8000 km altitude in the polar region. It was found that the ILAT ranges from 63° to 81° and that the MLT distribution had two peaks, one at 07:00 in the morning and the other at 22:00 at night (Collin et al., 1982) . Other statistical studies have also shown that the incidence of FAEs on the dawn side was larger than that on the dusk side, and that the FAEs in both directions were centralized on the dayside (Thelin and Lundin, 1990; Miyake et al., 1998) .
Using the Cluster data, some authors reported that the duration of FAEs observed in the dayside polar region was within 60 seconds (Hu et al., 2008) . Other authors have found that the duration of the FAE events could reach 475 seconds and most of the durations were within 40 seconds (Shi et al., 2014; .
All the previous studies have provided some features of the FAE distribution in the polar region. However, there is no comparative study on the FAE distribution around the cusp region between the two hemispheres. Indeed, the Cluster satellites with their polar orbit provide a good opportunity to perform such a comparative study. Therefore, in this work, we use the Cluster data from 2003 and 2004 to study the FAE distribution around the cusp region in the northern and southern hemispheres. Our results suggest a north-south asymmetry in the FAE distribution around the two cusps.
Data and Instrument
The Cluster mission comprises four satellites which initially achieved a quasi-polar orbit with 19.7 R E apogee and 4 R E perigee (Escoubet et al., 2001 ). The satellites cross the cusp at the altitude of 4-8 R E both in the southern and northern hemispheres from July to October in each year. Onboard Cluster, the instrument Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE) measures electron distributions in all directions within the energy range of 0.7 eV to 30 keV (Johnstone et al., 1997) , and the FluxGate Magnetometer (FGM) measures the magnetic field in three components (Balogh et al., 2001) In order to compare the characteristics of FAEs around the southern and northern cusps, we perform a statistical study on FAE distribution. According to the previous study (Shi et al., 2017) , the FAEs in the polar region were distributed around the auroral oval with two peaks.
One peak concentrated around the cusp region and the other concentrated in the pre-midnight zone in the both hemispheres. This study focuses on the north -south asymmetry of FAEs distribution around the cusp region, which is limited to MLT 0900 -1500 and ILAT > 60°.
The calculation method of MLT adopts the Tsyganenko T96-01 model (Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996) .
In the early days, the field-aligned electrons were defined as the electrons moving along the magnetic field line, which was also called the "electron beam" (Johnstone and Winningham, 1982; Carlson et al., 1998) . Indeed, electrons generally move with parallel and perpendicular velocity components relative to the magnetic field line. The northern and southern hemispheres differ by the orientation of the geomagnetic field; upward electrons in the northern and southern hemisphere have pitch angles near 180° and 0°, respectively. The electron field-aligned flux is given by the product of electron density and electron field-aligned velocity component, and the FAE events are determined from this accordingly.
We define the FAE as electrons with a significant parallel velocity component which can point upward or downward. To avoid the background noise, only electrons with field-aligned flux greater than 3×10 8 (cm 2 ·s) -1 were selected as FAE event in the analysis. 
Statistical Results
According to the condition of flux magnitude greater than 3×10 8 (cm 2 ·s) -1 , 712 FAE events were identified around the two cusp regions, 392 FAE events in the southern hemisphere and 320 FAE events in the northern.
The FAE events are divided into the upward and downward types. Some authors have studied the upward and downward flowing electrons in the polar region (Yoshioka and Miyake, 2000; Shi et al, 2017) . The downward FAEs mainly consist of the entering solar wind electrons, with possible contributions of upward ionospheric electrons reflected downward by the potential drop above the satellite. Therefore, the downward FAEs should mainly be located at higher altitudes. The upward FAE events are mainly composed of up-flowing ionospheric electrons or entering solar wind electrons mirrored upward due to the gradually increasing magnetic field. Therefore, the upward FAEs should mainly be found at lower altitudes.
© 2019 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved. ILAT direction. Indeed, the asymmetry also appeared with altitude distribution which will be shown later.
Number of FAE events around both cusps
The number of selected FAE events in upward and downward direction in the northern cusp and southern cusp are shown in Table 1 . The total number of FAE events observed around the southern cusp is slightly higher than that around the northern cusp. Also, the total number of upward FAE events is slightly less than that of the downward FAE events.
However, we can see that around the southern cusp region the number of the downward FAE events was about 4-5 times the number of upward events, and around the northern cusp region the number of the upward FAE events was about 3-4 times the number of downward events. That is to say, the FAE events around the cusp regions, both the upward and downward ones, had an asymmetric occurrence in the southern and northern hemispheres. 
Altitude distribution in both hemispheres
The upper and middle panels in Figure 4 show the FAEs distribution (with event number and normalized number) versus altitude in upward and downward direction around the northern and the southern cusp. The lower panel in Figure 4 gives the number of minutes that Cluster spent in each altitude bin. The normalized number of the FAE events is defined as the number of the FAE events divided by the number of minutes that Cluster spent in each altitude bin.
We can see that, versus altitude, the features of the FAE events distributions and the normalized distributions are near the same. From both the FAE events and the normalized events distribution, we can see that around the northern cusp both the upward and downward
FAEs are distributed in the altitude range of 4.3 to 5.5 R E with a peak at about 4.7 R E , and around the southern cusp both the upward and downward FAEs are distributed in the altitude range of 4.5 to 7.5 R E with a peak at about 6 R E . For both upward and downward FAEs, the peak altitude around the northern cusp is about 1.3 R E lower than that around the southern cusp.
From Figure 4 , we also can see that in the southern hemisphere the downward FAE events dominate and have their peak at about 6 R E ., whereas in the northern cusp we notice that upward FAE events prevail with a peak at about 4.7 R E . Hereby, we conclude that the altitude distribution of the FAE events at high altitude (at the Cluster orbit) around the two cusp regions display an obvious asymmetry between the southern and northern hemisphere. (The orbit effect on the asymmetry will be discussed later.)
ILAT distribution in both hemispheres
The upper and middle panels in Figure 5 depict the distribution of FAE events (with event © 2019 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.
number and normalized number) versus ILAT around the cusp region both in the southern and northern hemispheres. The lower panels in Figure 5 gives the number of minutes that
Cluster spent in each ILAT bin. The normalized number is defined as the number of the FAEs events divides the number of minutes that Cluster spent in each ILAT bin. We can see that,
versus ILAT, the features of the FAE events distribution and the normalized distribution are also nearly the same. From both the FAE events and the normalized distribution, we can see that around the southern cusp the upward FAE events had only one remarkable peak at about 69° ILAT. For the downward FAE events, there were two remarkable peaks, the main one at about 69° and another one at about 81°. Around the northern cusp region, the ILAT distribution of the FAE events had only one remarkable peak for both directions at about 74°.
The main peaks in the southern hemisphere were 5° lower than in the North. © 2019 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.
For further comparison, we can see that the distribution of downward FAE events around the cusp in the southern hemisphere was much different from that in the northern. Furthermore, the number of the FAE events around the second peak in the southern hemisphere exceeded the number of all downward FAE events around the northern cusp.
Therefore, we can say that there was a northern-southern hemispheric asymmetry in the FAE events distribution versus the ILAT around the two cusp regions.
As a conclusion for the above, the FAE events observed around the two cusp regions display a north-south asymmetry in the FAE events distribution and normalized distribution. The asymmetry appeared in the altitude distribution, and also in the ILAT distribution, both for the upward and the downward FAEs.
Discussion
When considering the north-south asymmetry of the FAE events distribution around the cusp regions, the primary attention should be on the influence of satellite orbit. Indeed, the Cluster 0900-1500. We can see that the satellite orbit coverage was relatively uniform in the whole polar region. We can see that the lower boundary of the altitude range of the C3 satellite orbits around the northern cusp was the same as that around the southern cusp. The upper boundary of the altitude range of C3 satellite orbits was about 7.1 R E for the southern cusp and about 6.7 R E for the northern cusp. The difference was only 0.4 R E . The average altitude is about 5.65 R E around the northern cusp and about 5.45 R E around the southern cusp. The difference was only 0.2 R E .
The Table 2 lists some key parameters for the characteristics of the FAE distribution for the upward and the downward events around the cusp region in both the southern and northern hemisphere.
We can compare the orbit coverage in Figure 6 with the FAE events distribution and the normalized number distribution shown in Figure 4 and Table 2 . Both for the upward and downward directions, the FAE events around the cusp region concentrated around 6 R E in the southern hemisphere and around 4.7 R E in the northern one. The altitude difference of the FAEs peaks both for the upward and downward was about 1.2 -1.4 R E and exceeds the hemispheric differences of the orbit distributions. Therefore we conclude that there was indeed a north-south asymmetry of the FAE events distribution around the two cusps, both for the upward and the downward directions. Table 2 , we can see that the downward FAE events were mainly observed around the southern cusp region and at higher altitude (with an average of 6.1 R E ), and the upward FAE events were mainly observed around the northern cusp region (with an average of 4.7 R E ).
This difference in the altitude distribution is consistent with previous observations that the downward FAEs prevail at higher altitudes and the upward FAEs at lower ones (Yoshioka and Miyake, 2000; Shi et al, 2017) .
Based on previous literature we also can say that the high number of FAE events observed at higher altitude in the southern hemisphere was mainly influenced by the solar wind electron injection, and that the high number of FAE events observed at lower altitude in the northern © 2019 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.
hemisphere was mainly influenced by the up-streaming of ionospheric electrons. So, it is easy to understand that there were more downward FAE events around the southern cusp region with higher latitude, and there were more upward FAE events around the northern cusp region with lower altitude.
To discuss the FAEs distribution versus ILAT (in Figure 5) , where the downward FAE events around the southern cusp show a second peak at ILAT 81°, we have checked the data with the Cluster orbit. Comparing the two hemispheres, we can see that the C3 orbit coverage at ILAT from 78° -88° was much denser in the northern hemisphere, but the second peak of the FAE events for the downward FAEs in the southern hemisphere was at ILAT 81°. This further demonstrates that the observed north-south asymmetry of the FAE events distribution versus ILAT.
We have checked the downward FAE events in the southern cusp around the second peak (see Figure 5 ). The total number of the FAE events around the second peak was 132. There were 102 events located at ILAT > 77° and they occurred with solar wind speeds greater than 500 km/s and geomagnetic activity index Kp>4. This suggests that during high solar wind speed and higher geomagnetic activity, there would be more solar wind electrons entering the cusp, resulting in more frequent downward FAE events in the higher ILAT range in southern cusp region. Therefore, we can understand that the second peak of the downward FAE events distribution versus ILAT around the southern cusp was associated with high solar wind speed and high geomagnetic activity. The second peak was only found in the southern hemisphere, which shows that the southern hemisphere at higher altitudes is more susceptible to solar wind (while the northern hemisphere seemed to be less susceptible to solar wind).
As we know, FAEs are tightly associated with the Field-Aligned Current (FAC), and are carriers of the FACs in the polar region (Berko et al, 1975; Morooka et al, 1998) . So FAEs can be seen as a signal of the FAC. Some authors studied the FAC in the dayside auroral region at low altitude and found that when the northward IMF B z is strong enough, a new FAC called NBZ (Northward IMF Bz) current can be formed outside the poleward boundary of the Region 1 FAC. i.e., the NBZ currents are separated from the Region 1 FAC (Iijima et al,1984) . (A subsequent study showed that the NBZ FAC occurs not only in the auroral region, but also on the nightside and with a complex structure (Iijima and Shibaji; 1987) . The second peak (at ILAT 81°) of the downward FAE events (corresponding to an outflowing FAC) shown in Figure 5 in the southern hemisphere was separated from the main peak (at ILAT 69°), and may be associated with the NBZ FAC at low altitude, but it is at higher altitude. With the Swarm observations at the altitude of 420 km (Lühr et al (2017) , Huang et al (2017) found that the NBZ current in the southern hemisphere corresponds to negative IMF By. In our study, with Cluster observation at the altitude of 4-7 R E , most of the FAE events around the second peak in Figure 5 corresponded to positive IMF By, and the altitude of the observation was much higher than that of Swarm. Therefore the correlation between the NBZ current and the FAEs event at high ILAT in the south hemisphere in this study needs to be further studied with more observations and theoretical analysis.
From the Table 1 and Figure 4 , we can see that the downward FAEs event number in the north fits better to the number of upward events in the south. This is similarly true for the opposite flow direction. Since the data used in this study were from late summer and early autumn in the north (late July to early October) which corresponded to late winter and early spring in the south, they indicated clearly seasonal effect. This is consistent with the study by Laundal et al (2018) finding that the FACs in the two hemispheres were not the same because of the seasonal influence. For further analysis, we have split the observation period into two parts, July-August (northern late summer) and September-October (northern early autumn).
The results show that in both the period of July-August and September-October, the downward event number in the north fits better to the number of upward events in the south, also for the opposite flow direction. In this view, it seems that there was no clear difference in the FAEs distributions in the two periods. However, this needs to be further studied.
The results of this paper suggest a north-south hemispheric asymmetry of the FAE events distribution around the two cusp regions. The asymmetry could be associated to several plausible causes. Because of interaction with the magnetosphere, solar wind has a controlling role to the cusp location and to the current in the polar region (Candidi, et al, 1989; Smith and Lockwood, 1996; Huang et al, 2017) . As we know, the geomagnetic dipole moment has a tilt angle of 11° with the Earth's spin axis and the solar wind flow with its dynamic pressure has asymmetry relating to the magnetosphere (Hedgecock et al, 1975) . They can result in a north-south hemispheric asymmetry of the cusp location in the magnetosphere (Smith and Lockwood, 1996; Nemecek et. al., 2000) and also result in an FAE event asymmetry between the northern and southern cusps. Therefore, the magnetospheric configuration should be the first cause of the asymmetry of the FAEs around the two cusps.
Some authors studied the interplanetary magnetic flied (IMF) By influence on the magnetosphere (Cowley, 1981; Burch, et al, 1985; Greenwald, 1990) . The results show that the IMF By, can also result in the asymmetry in the two hemispheres. The IMF By can produce a curvature of geomagnetic field lines such that they are subject to a tension force in the Z and Y directions. For positive By, the field lines move toward dawn in the northern hemisphere, and toward dusk in the southern hemisphere. The directions are reversed for negative By. In the ionosphere this movement maps to eastward or westward flows which have opposite directions in the two hemispheres and the directions depend upon the IMF By (Cowley,1981; Greenwald,1990) . Therefore, the IMF By is also a cause of the asymmetry of the FAEs distribution in the two cusps. Fujii et al (1981) studied the seasonal dependence of large-scale Birkeland currents. They showed that the ionospheric conductivity is also responsible for the asymmetry in the two hemispheres. Ohtani et al (2005) studied the variations of the location and intensity of large-scale currents, They argued that since there is a dipole tilt angle in the magnetosphere, the distributions of ionospheric conductivity in the two hemispheres differ because of different solar EUV radiation fluxes reaching the two hemispheres, which will result in differences in the ionization rate and charged particle density in the ionosphere. Therefore, the difference of the ionospheric conductivity, indeed, the difference of the charged particle densities in the two hemispheres (Vallat et al., 2005) , can result in hemispheric asymmetry. Christiansen et al (2002) found that the field-aligned intensities at high latitude in Summer polar cap can exceed those in Winter by a factor of 1.5 to 1.8, which gives evidence to support the north-south hemispheric asymmetry. Thus, we can say that the ionospheric conductivity is another cause for the FAEs asymmetry in the two cusps.
In the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling system, the FAC also displays a north-south asymmetry in the magnetosphere (Shi et al, 2010; Huang et al, 2017) . Christiansen et al. (2002) studied seasonal variations of high-latitude FACs inferred from Ørsted and Magsat observations. They argued that the seasonal dependence in the global FAC system is also generated and maintained by various solar wind-magnetosphere interaction processes, such as quasi-viscous interaction and reconnection (Holzer and Slavin,1979) . Hereby, since the electrons are the main carriers of the FACs, the north-south hemispheric asymmetry of the FAE events around the cusp regions can also be understood with that argument by Christiansen et al. (2002) .
However, the north-south hemispheric asymmetry of the FAE events around the two cusp regions needs to be further investigated, both by observation and theoretical study.
In this paper, the characteristics of the distribution of the FAE events around the polar cusp region in the northern and southern hemispheres are statistically studied. The results in this study are as follows. The total numbers of FAE events (or FAE occurrences)
observed around the cusp region in the northern and southern hemispheres were basically identical, but there were more downward FAE events in the south and more upward FAE events in the north. The peak of the altitude distribution of the FAE events observed around the southern cusp was about 1.3 R E higher than that observed around the northern cusp. The peak of the ILAT distribution of the FAE events observed around the southern cusp was about 5° lower than that observed around the northern cusp. Only for downward FAEs around the southern cusp, there was a second ILAT peak at a altitude about 11° higher than that of the main peak. We also performed an analysis using the normalized FAE number which is the number of the FAE events divided by the number of minutes that Cluster spent in each concerned bin. The number of normalized FAE events showed nearly the same features as the number of unnormalized FAE events. Therefore, our results indicated a clear north-south asymmetry in the FAE distribution around the two cusp regions.
We have split the observations into summer period (July-August) and autumn period (September-October). It seemed that there was no clearly difference in the FAEs distributions in the two periods. However, this needs to be further studied based on more observations. In order to understand the mechanism of the north-south asymmetry of the FAE events around the two cusps, we analyzed the Cluster orbit coverage in the two hemispheres. The results showed that the different orbit coverage in the two hemispheres did have some influence on the asymmetry of the FAE events distribution with altitude, but it was not enough to explain the difference of the FAEs in the two hemispheres. The main causes for the asymmetry of the FAE events around the two cusps are discussed. The magnetospheric configuration, especially the geomagnetic dipolar tilt angle and the solar wind flow is the first one. Secondly, the IMF orientation related to the magnetosphere can also result in asymmetry.
Thirdly, the difference of ionospheric conductivity distributions in the two hemispheres resulting from different EUV radiation in the summer and winter polar cap was another cause for the asymmetry. Furthermore, the various solar wind-magnetosphere interaction processes, such as the quasi-viscous interaction and reconnection certainly have has some effect on the north-south hemispheric asymmetry of the FAE events distribution around the cusp regions.
The second peak of the downward FAE events distribution versus ILAT around the southern cusp was associated with high solar wind speed, which showed that the southern hemisphere is more susceptible to solar wind at higher altitudes. Also, it may be associated with the NBZ FAC at low altitude. This needs to be studied further.
